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A B S T R A C T

Trajectory Prediction under diverse patterns has attracted increasing attention in multiple real-world applications ranging from urban traffic analysis to human motion understanding, among which graph convolution network (GCN) is frequently adopted with its superior ability in modeling the complex trajectory interactions among multiple humans. In this work, we propose a python package by enhancing GCN with class label information of the trajectory, such that we can explicitly model not only human trajectories but also that of other road users such as vehicles. This is done by integrating a label-embedded graph with the existing graph structure in the standard graph convolution layer. The flexibility and the portability of the package also allow researchers to employ it under more general multi-class sequential prediction tasks.

1. Introduction

Multi-class trajectory prediction is challenging due to the needs to model different types of trajectory with diverse velocities and patterns. The class information of the trajectory that indicates the type of a road user is essential for guiding an accurate estimation of the future moving trend. As an motivating example, the trajectory of a car or that of a bike may have different impacts on the future movement of a pedestrian, as pedestrians tend to keep a larger distance with a car. For such a multi-class situation, we model the trajectory of the road user to be predicted as an undirected spatial graph. Our main insight is to incorporate class labels into the graph representation, which will be harnessed to inform the prediction of the trajectory.

Our idea is developed on a spatial–temporal graph convolutional neural network (STGCNN) with a purposefully designed adjacency matrix to enhance the trajectory prediction with semantic meanings. We introduce the use of class labels in the geometric-based graph structure of the trajectories to be encoded. This way, the predicted trajectory will be informed by not only the observed trajectories of nearby road-users, but also their categorical properties. The successful adoptions
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to two popular tasks in the trajectory prediction domain, i.e., traffic trajectory prediction [1] and skeleton-based motion prediction [2], have supported the usability and the generality of the proposed method in complicated real-world scenarios.

We implement the solution in PyTorch. We adapt the backbone (STGCNN) framework from Mohamed et al. [3], due to its superior performance and well-organized graphical structure of modeling spatial–temporal trajectory dependencies. We also utilize standard Python libraries for numerical calculations and data visualization. To enhance the effectiveness of the algorithm, we introduce a class-balancing scheme to re-weight the loss of each class with respect to their quantities. The implemented software has formed a part in demonstrating superior prediction accuracy for crowd trajectories [1].

2. Software description

As an advanced deep-learning approach, recent articles usually model the social relationship of the trajectories under a predefined graph structure [3–6], i.e., \( G = (V, E) \), where the node set \( V \) contains all entities in the scene. \( E \) represents the edge connecting any two nodes in the graph \( G \). An adjacency matrix \( A \) that decided by the relative distance of the object trajectories is usually used to represent the correlation attributes of the graph [1,3,7]. Such a matrix indicates if two nodes should be considered as connected, and if so, to what extent.

In this research, we propose a label-guided adjacency matrix \( A_l \), which is defined by:

\[
A_l = [A, A^l]W_1 + b_1,
\]

where \( W_1 \) and \( b_1 \) represent the weight and the bias parameters of a linear layer, respectively. Here, \( A \) is a logical square matrix, where \( 1 \) represents the same trajectory label of the row and column indices, and \( 0 \) otherwise. The one-hot embedding before the linear mapping ensures that the same label pairs will have the same features learned. Furthermore, the overall adjacency matrix \( \hat{A} \) merges the features from the distance-based adjacency, \( A_d \), and the label-based adjacency, \( A_l \), with a linear layer, which is given by:

\[
\hat{A} = [A_d, A_l]W_2 + b_2,
\]

where \( W_2 \) and \( b_2 \) are the weight and the bias of a linear layer, respectively.

Compared with a non-parametric merging, the linear layer introduced here has two advantages. It is to better fit the two levels of adjacency correlations and to increase the model capacity. Note that such graphical representations can be deployed in many types of graph-based deep modeling such as the most prevalent graph convolution networks (GCNs) proposed by [8], or graph attention networks (GATs) [9] to learn high-level node embeddings. The architecture of learning a label-aware graph representation and modeling the predicted trajectory is given in Fig. 1.

Furthermore, we use Spatial–Temporal Graph Convolutional Neural Network (STGCNN) following [3] as an architecture backbone to model the spatial and temporal representation under the new label-enhanced graph structure. This is because such a network is effective in modeling trajectory data with both spatial and temporal features. To process the temporal information, we stack multiple convolutional layers to model the in-depth sequential dependencies of the trajectory. During inference, bi-variant distributions of the future trajectories are predicted including mean, standard deviation, and correlation for each object at each timestamp. Positional trajectories can then be sampled from such distributions. An algorithm flow is given in Alg. 1 to show the architecture of the code.

The software implemented based on the above introduced model is programmed under the well-supported PyTorch machine learning framework with common packages including numPy\( \geq 1.0 \) and torch 1.2.0. Two extensive experiments on both 2D traffic (Stanford Drone Dataset [10]) and 3D skeleton (CMU Dataset [11]) trajectory predictions are also executable for training and validation.

To enhance the efficiency of the software, we normalize the input data with a proper scaling factor (10 for 2D traffic and 1000 for 3D skeleton). We also adjust the error loss of different categories of objects based on their occurrences. Since in 3D skeleton prediction, all joints as classes appear equally in the motion, the adopted class-balancing scheme only takes effects on the traffic trajectory prediction.

3. Impact overview

Under the wide topic of trajectory prediction, we introduce the software that can benefit many applications including but not limited to autonomous driving, pedestrian behavior understanding, motion prediction and estimation. The software is constructed on a graph convolution neural network basis, which is generally recognized as one of the most effective models in analyzing the trajectories of moving objects. Since the class label is always captured along with the object information, the software can be easily adaptive to a new dataset or prediction environment under multiple class scenarios. In this paper and the attached software, we show two example frameworks of learning a label-aware spatial–temporal GCN under traffic and skeleton trajectory prediction. The software provides a trajectory prediction implementation on transferable tasks that shows improvements upon the standard spatial–temporal GCN baselines when class labels are not considered. Also note that compared to the label-agnostic baseline, label-aware GCN only shows a slight increase of trainable parameters and the model size, and the inference time is hardly increased. The software also provides standard evaluation metrics with distance-based measurements [7,12] that enables the programmers to validate their prediction results on their own dataset.

This software can be extended for a number of potential applications in the real world. First, automatic object and human tracking in surveillance cameras have become more and more popular in recent years [13]. Apart from only analyzing observed trajectories in the past, the accurate prediction of trajectories in this research enables the prevention of potential accidents by providing warnings in advance [14]. This is particular useful in situations with mixed road users, such as people crossing a roads with running cars. Second, in the field of autonomous vehicles, the use of overhead cameras for driving assistant has shown encouraging results, particularly in challenging scenarios.
such as roundabouts [15]. Our research adds values to autonomous driving systems by predicting the trajectories of nearby road-users, thereby improving the decision making of these systems. Finally, crowd trajectory analysis systems [16] have demonstrated their capacity to inform city planning and design, such as minimizing blockage of people [17]. As our system considers multiple types of road users, it allows predicting possible collisions from different road users as a mean to evaluate collisions risks. Such information is useful for civil engineers to design roads and environments that create a safe environment.

4. Conclusion and future improvements

In this work, we explore the possibility of utilizing label information to enhance multi-class trajectory prediction. This is done by constructing a label-aware graphical representation that is informed by the trajectory semantics. The easy-to-use software is also advantageous to researchers in many different areas. Since in some specific tasks such as traffic prediction, the static objects such as trees and buildings will also influence the predicted trajectory. Considering these high-level label semantics would be an interesting future direction to explore.
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Algorithm 1 Label-aware STGCNN for Traffic Prediction

Inputs: $V_{obs}$: A sequence of trajectory with $n$ nodes (dim: $T_{n} \times n \times 2$); $A_{d}$: The distance-based graph adjacency matrix for $V_{obs}$ (dim: $T_{n} \times n \times n$); $L$: One-hot node label embedding; $p$: the STGCNN layer index.

Outputs: $V_{pred}$: A sequence of the predicted probability distribution in 2D, i.e. the mean, standard deviation, and the correlation (dim: $T_{out} \times n \times 5$).

1. $A(1) = \tilde{A}$; $H(1) = V_{obs}$; $T_{1} = T_{n}$; $F_{p} = 5$.
2. Repeat $L$ and generate the linear embedding of class labels $A_{t}$ by Eq. 1.
3. Generate the overall adjacency $\tilde{A}$ by a linear mapping with $A_{d}$ and $A_{t}$ in Eq. 2.
4. if $p \leq P$ then:
5. In spatial domain, conduct graph convolution over the node feature with the convolution kernel $\Theta$: $\tilde{H}^{(t)} = \sigma(A^{(t)} H^{(t-1)} \Theta^{(t)}), \ T_{p} \times n \times 2 \rightarrow \ T_{p} \times n \times F_{p}$.
6. In temporal domain, go through convolutional neural network $f(\cdot)$ consisting of batch normalization, convolution, PReLU activation and dropout layers: $H^{(t)} = f(H^{(t-1)}), \ T_{p} \times n \times F_{p} \rightarrow \ T_{p+1} \times n \times F_{p}$.
7. $p \leftarrow p + 1$.
8. end if

9. Embed the output sequence $H^{(p)}$ to $V_{pred}$ with the final predicted length, $T_{p} \times n \times 5 \rightarrow T_{out} \times n \times 5$.